and!Vs!being!arbitrary!parameters!and!the!denominator! ." The! related' densities' of' these' states! would! then% exhibit'
In# such% scenarios,* the* DW* modulations+ above+ the+ Fermi+ energy+ should+ always+ be π! outKofKphase& with& the& equivalent*ones*below.*To#explore#this#issue#in#Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x,"we"show"in"Figs"4A,B%the% measured( g(r," +94meV)' from' filled' states' and' g(r,K94meV)' from' empty' states,'
respectively," each" at" the" characteristic" energy" of" the" dFFKDW# (Fig# 3F! and$ SI$ Section$ 6)." 
